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INJECTIVITY OF GLOBAL MAPS OF CELLULAR
AUTOMATA
HIROYUKI ISHIBASHI
ABSTRACT. The purpose is to show briefly and visually that
cellular automata \mathcal{A}s of finite type with a quiescent state  q are
injective if and only if cithcr  \mathcal{A} contains two mutuaıly erasable
configurations  c_{1},  c_{2} in Moore [2] or two not distinguished config‐
urations  d_{1},  d_{2} in Myhill [3].
1
1. PRELIMINARIES
 o\mathcal{A}=\{\mathbb{Z}^{2}, S, N, f\} : a cellular automaton
where
 \mathbb{Z}=\{0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \cdots\} : the rational integers,
 S=\{s_{1}, s_{2}, \cdot\cdot\cdot . s_{t}\} : the state set 7
 N(i)=\begin{array}{lll}
\dot{i}+(-1,1)   \dot{i}+(0,1)   \dot{i}+(1,1)
\dot{i}+(-1,0)   \dot{i}+(0,0)   \dot{i}+(1,0)
-1)i+(-1   i+(0,-1)   i+(1,-1)
\end{array} \subseteq \mathbb{Z}^{2}
: neighbourhood of  i for  i=(i_{1}, i_{2})\in \mathbb{Z}^{2} , ,
so  |N(i)|=9,
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 f  S : local map ,
 oC=S^{\mathbb{Z}^{2}} : configuration set,
 C\ni c=  (\cdots , c(i), \cdots) :  \mathbb{Z}^{2}arrow S , a map
 oF:Carrow C : global map
 c=(\cdots, c(i), \cdots)\mapsto c'=(\cdots, c'(i), \cdots)
where  c'(i)=f(c(N(i))) with  c(N(i))=c|_{N(i)}
 oC_{n}=\{c|_{\triangle_{n}}|c\in C\}
where  \triangle_{n} is an  n\cross n- square subset of  \mathbb{Z}^{2}
(Note: Since  F is homogeneous, the choice of
 \triangle_{n} in  \mathbb{Z}^{2} is not essential. )
 oC_{n+2}=\{c|_{\triangle_{n+2}}|c\in C\}
where  \triangle_{n+2} is the extension of  \triangle_{n} one cell on
four sides.
 oC_{n+2}\backslash C_{n}=\{c|_{\triangle_{n+2\backslash \triangle_{n}}}|c\in 
C\}
: the set called edges or frames
 oE=c\backslash c_{n} : environment of  c_{n} ,
where  c\in C and  c_{n}\in C_{n} and we write
 c=c_{n}\vee E
 0 For  c=c_{n}\vee e with  c\in C_{n+2},  c_{n}\in C_{n} and  e\in C_{n+2}\backslash C_{n} , we
have
 c(N(i))\subseteq c for  i\in\triangle_{n}
This allows us to define a function
 F_{n,e}:C_{n}arrow C_{n}
 c_{n}= (. . . c_{n}(i), \cdot \cdot \cdot)\mapsto c_{n}'=(. . . 7c_{n}'(i), 
\cdot \cdot \cdot)
with
 c_{n}'(i)=f(c(N(i))) and  c=c_{n}\vee e
 oq\in S with  f  =q : quiescent state.
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 oc\in C with  |\{i\in \mathbb{Z}^{2}|c(i)\neq q\}|<\infty
: a configuration of finite type,
i.e.,  c : finite type  \Leftrightarrow c=c_{n}\vee E
for some  c_{n} in  C_{n} and  E an environment of which states are all  q.
 * Assumption.
(1)  \exists_{q\in S}.
(2)  \forall_{C}\in C\Rightarrow c : finite type.
2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM
Definition.
 d_{1},  d_{2}\in C_{n-4} with  d_{1}\neq d_{2} :  n‐mutually erasable
 \Leftrightarrow\exists_{d'}\in C_{n-4},  \exists_{g,g'}\in C_{n-2}\backslash C_{n-4} and  \exists_{h}\in C_{n}\backslash C_{n-2}
such that
  C_{n-2}\ni d_{1}\vee
 \prime\vee g'\in C_{n-2}.




Remark. (a) Let  d_{1},  d_{2} be  n‐mutually erasable. Then, for any  l
in  C_{n+2}\backslash C_{n} there exists  h' in  C_{n}\backslash C_{n-2} such that
 C_{n}\ni c_{1}=d_{1}\vee g\vee h  F_{n.l}
 d'\vee g'\vee h'\in C_{n}.
 C_{n}\ni c_{2}=d_{2}\vee g\vee h
 F_{n,l}
(b) Note that  d\'{i}=d_{1}\vee g and  d_{2}'=d_{2}\vee g are also  (n+2) ‐mutually
erasable by taking  h,  l for  g,  h and thus this procedure can be contitiued
until to get their extensions  \tilde{c}_{1},\overline{c}_{2} in  C.
Definition.
 d_{1},  d_{2}\in C_{n-4} with  d_{1}\neq d_{2} :  n‐not distinguished
 \Leftrightarrow\exists_{C'}\in C and  \exists_{E}\in C\backslash C_{n-4}
such that
 C\ni c_{1}=d_{1}\vee E F
 c^{I}\in C.
 C\ni c_{2}=d_{2}\vee E
 F
Now we state our theorem.
Theorem. The following are equivalent:
(I)  F\neq injective,
 (I_{n})\exists_{d_{1},d_{2}}\in C_{n-4} : n‐ mutually erasable for some  n in  \mathbb{N}.
 (I_{n}')\exists_{d_{1},d_{2}}\in C_{n-4} : n‐ not distinguished for some  n in  \mathbb{N}.
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3. PROOF FOR THE THEOREM
(a)
(I) :   F\neq injective  \Rightarrow\exists_{C_{1},C_{2}}\in C such that
(i)  c_{1}\neq c_{2}
(ii)  F(c_{1})=F(c_{2})
 \Rightarrow Since
 c_{1},  c_{2} : finite type,
we have
 \exists_{d_{1},d_{2}}\in C_{n-4} and
 \exists_{E}\in C\backslash C_{n-4} of which states are all  q
such that
 c_{i}=d_{i}\vee E for  i=1,2,
where
(i)  d_{1}\neq d_{2} by (i),
(ii)  F(c_{1})=F(c_{2}) by (ii)
 \Rightarrow(I_{n}')
(b)
 (I_{n}') :  \exists_{d_{1},d_{2}}\in C_{n-4} with  d_{1}\neq d_{2} and  \exists_{E}\in C\backslash C_{n-4}
such that
 F(d_{1}\vee E)=F(d_{2}\vee E)
 \Rightarrow expressing  E as
 E=g\vee h\vee E' , where
 ginC_{n-2}\backslash C_{n-4},  hinC_{n}\backslash C_{n-2} and
 E' an environment of  C_{n},









 (I_{n}) :  \exists_{d_{1},d_{2},d'i_{I1}C_{n-4}} with  d_{1}\neq d_{2},  \exists_{g,g}/ in  C_{n-2}\backslash C_{n-4},






 \Rightarrow by(b) of Remark
 \exists_{g_{1}} in  C_{n}\backslash C_{n-2},  \exists_{g_{2}} in  C_{n+2}\backslash C_{n},  \cdot  \cdot  \cdot and
 \exists_{C\in}C
such that
  C\ni c_{1}=d_{1}\vee g\vee g_{1}\vee g_{2}\vee\cdot  \cdot  \cdot
 C',
  C\ni c_{2}=d_{2}\vee g\vee g_{1}\vee g_{2}\vee\cdot  \cdot  \cdot
 F
 \Rightarrow c_{1}\neq c_{2} by  d_{1}\neq d_{2} , and  F(c_{1})=F(c_{2})
 \Rightarrow(I) .
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